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Coastal town centre public house

Two studio apartments

Four en-suite letting bedrooms with
separate kitchen facilities

Two bedroom private accommodation

Ideal for experienced operator

£15,000 is thought to be the value of the trade
fixtures and fittings. In addition, there will be a
rent deposit payable directly to the landlords.

Annual letting income circa £35,000
(unwarranted)

Current wet sales £6,000 per week
with great scope

Capacity seating 100 plus

Well fitted commercial kitchen 

Well presented throughout



Sprosen Grosvenor is the vendors agent and give notice that (1) This particulars do not constitute any part of an offer or contract (2) None of these statements in
these particulars are to be relied upon as statements or representations of fact and any intending purchaser must satisfy themselves that that the statements
contained therein are correct (3) Measurements where giver are approximate and for guidance only (4) No tests have been carried on appliances or equipment
and Sprosen Grosvenor are unable to provide any warranty as to their condition. Prospective purchasers should therefore check that such equipment is in
satisfactory working order and suitable for the purposes before entering into any contract.
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Location
Located on the main Weymouth road, the
Antelope is situated in the centre of the ancient
coastal Saxon town of Wareham in Dorset. It is
a 20-minute drive to Poole on the Jurassic
coast and the pub benefits from a decent
tourist trade.

The immediate area is mainly commercial
properties with a large population. 

The Business Premises
The property is constructed of rendered stone.
Although the exterior is in reasonable condition,
it is due to undergo an external decoration and
with new signage to be completed imminently.
The Antelope currently trades as a wet-led
sports pub (Sky sports) with letting rooms and
is very popular with the locals.

Entrance Vestibule
On entering the pub you walk into the main bar
area which is of traditional design. 

Bar Servery
There is a fully equipped bar servery. 

Kitchen
This is a well equipped catering kitchen which
is not currently is use therefore there is an
opportunity for a food offering.

Main Bar Area
There are three distinct areas to the bar
including a pool table.
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Ladies WC

Gents WC

Disabled WC

All have recently been refurbished.

Outside Rear
To the rear of the property is a courtyard area
with seating for up to 16 which provides
access to:

Studio Flats
Two independent Studio Flats which are
currently let on short term rental agreements.



Private Accommodation
This is securely accessed internally and
comprises of two bedrooms, lounge, kitchen,
bathroom and a further attic room. 

Letting Accommodation
This comprises of four en-suite bedrooms with
separate kitchen facilities. 

The business premises and the private accommodation is in very good condition.



Viewing and Further Information 
Please Call:
0333 414 9999 (Monday-Friday 9am-5pm)
Jeff Dunn 07824 663371 (out of hours)
Please Email: jeff@sprosen.com

There is limited on-street car parking available.

The Business
Recently   sales   have   been   circa   £6,000
per week (gross). There is little food sold at
present. We consider there is great potential
to grow sales to circa £8,000 per week.

The studio apartments are let with an income
of circa £15,000 per annum while the four
letting rooms provide regular income of over
£20,000 per annum. We are unable to warrant
trading figures.

Tenure
The property is available on the basis of 5-year
fully tied tenancy with the Stonegate Group.

Annual rent quoted is £37,500.


